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Abstrakt
Kolaborativní editace v reálném čase je výzkumná oblast, kterou se vědci zabývají již
více než 20 let. Problém kolaborativní editace spočívá v souběžné editaci prostého textu,
formátovaného textu či obrazu prostřednictvím několika uživatelů přes počítačovou síť s
vysokou latencí. Mnoho problémů kolaborativní editace, včetně problému zajištění konzis-
tence dokumentu pro všechny uživatele, lze přeformulovat na problém konkurentního edi-
tování dokumentů. Již v roce 1989 byla vyvinuta inovativní technologie Operační Trans-
formace (Operational Transformation) v rámci systému GROVE (GRoup Outline Viewing
Editor), díky které byly formulovány některé základní otázky kolaborativní editace. Tento
dokument má za cíl srovnat současné implementace kolaborativních editorů. Na základě
takto získaných znalostí pak bude vytvořen nový textový editor podporující souběžnou ed-
itaci přes webové rozhraní. Důraz bude kladen zejména na řešení komunikace jednotlivých
instancí editoru, propagování změn, řešení konfliktů mezi operacemi a zotavení systému po
selhání komunikace.

Abstract
Real-time collaboration editing is research area that has been studied for over 20 years.
It involves multiple users editing a document such as plain-text, rich-text or an image
concurrently over a high-latency network. Many problems involving consistency between
users are associated with concurrent document editing, and an innovative technique called
Operational Transformation developed by the GROVE (GRoup Outline Viewing Editor)
system in 1989 addresses some of these issues. This paper will compare and contrast current
implementations of real-time collaborative editors, and on the basis of this analysis describe
the creation of a new web-based editor with support for concurrent editing. The design
of our web editor will focus on methods of mutual communication between the individual
instances of the editors, propagation of text changes, how to solve conflicts between multiple
operations, and communication failures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Real-time collaboration editing is a research area that has been studied for over 20 years.
It involves multiple users editing documents such as plain-text, rich-text or images concur-
rently over a high-latency network. Many problems involving consistency between users are
associated with concurrent document editing, and an innovative technique called Opera-
tional Transformation developed by the GROVE (GRoup Outline Viewing Editor) system
in 1989 addresses some of these issues.

1.1 Motivation

Why create an online web-editor? As the world wide web becomes more ubiquitous it is the
authors opinion that the popularity of desktop applications will soon begin to decline. More
and more applications are moving to the

”
cloud“ and with good reason: it is extremely

convenient for users and the developers can reach a much wider audience as well as a much
larger number of devices. Google Docs is one such example of an online application with
major benefits over competing desktop office suits. With Google Docs, a user can edit a
document on various PC platforms as well as mobile devices. Due to Google Docs being
hosted online, many users can very easily collaborate on the same document, something
not very popular with desktop applications, due to the cumbersome nature of connecting
desktop clients together. The user can also access this document from virtually anywhere,
whether at home, at work, or at a cafe, anywhere where an Internet connection is avail-
able. Moving applications from the desktop to the web has begun to add functionality and
convenience to a level never achieved before.

Migration of applications from desktop to the web is in a very early stage, as the
bandwidth currently available supports only a few types of applications such as simple word
processing, online email clients etc. We are not too far away from other more intensive
applications making the online transition such as online collaborative video editing, 3d
modeling etc. One problem sure to be encountered by software companies and developers
embracing this transition to real-time online collaboration will be maintaining consistency
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amongst all users editing the same data.

1.2 Issues with Real-Time Concurrent Editing

We begin by highlighting the basic problem of high-latency communication between clients
and real-time collaboration editing. Consider a real-time collaboration system working over
an ideal network with absolutely zero latency. When a user inserts or deletes a series of
characters in a document on one system, all other systems on the network involved in this
document see the change instantaneously. In this case, the document editor does not need
any special method of handling concurrency as all systems always have the exact same view
of the document.

Now consider a real-world network such as the Internet with latency averages of 100-
200ms. With latency, there is a small window where two or more users could make simul-
taneous edits without being aware of changes in remote systems. Consider Figure 1 which
illustrates this situation. Site 0 creates an insert() operation at character 2 (positions of
characters are 1-based, not 0-based i.e: first character has position of 1), while Site 1 creates
a delete() operation at character 4. The problem illustrates the problem of concurrent edit-
ing plus latency: Site 1 is instructing Site 0 to remove the character at position 4 without
being aware that the characters location has now been moved to position 5 because of the
concurrent insert operation. This is an example of a document consistency model violation.
The basic document consistency model as provided in [1] is defined as follows:

Definition 1. CC Model:

1. Convergence: when the same set of operations have been executed at all sites, all
copies of the shared document are identical.

2. Causality-preservation: for any pair of operations Oa and Ob, if Oa → Ob, then Oa

is executed before Ob at all sites.

In property 2, Oa → Ob is called partial or causal ordering. It means operation Oa

affected the document state (was applied to the document), before Ob was generated. Op-
erations are ordered using Lamport timestamps [2].
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Figure 1.1: Detailing the problem of concurrent editing with network latency

1.2.1 Primitive Solutions

One solution to this problem is to use locking in a round-robin approach which only allows
one user to edit the document at the same time, and unlocking once all systems have a
consistent view of the document. This effectively eliminates the document divergence issue,
but is terribly inefficient and violates real-time collaboration principle.

Another solution involves operations from each site sent to a central server which pro-
cesses these operations in the order received. Once the server receives an operation it
broadcasts the operation to all sites including the site the operation originated from. It is
only when the sites receive the operation from the server, that the operation can be applied.

One major problem with this approach is that there is a period of waiting from the
instant the user creates an insert or delete operation, to the instant the operation is actually
reflected on the screen. This can make for a very poor user experience, and makes the
document editor appear very slow and cumbersome to use.

1.2.2 Operational Transformation Solution

Operational Transformation was first proposed as a solution for use in the GROVE system
in conjunction with the GROVE dOPT algorithm.

One desirable property about Operational Transformation is that it allows local opera-
tions to be applied immediately - even though the other collaborators are not yet aware of
this operation due to network latency. It is precisely this property that allows Operational
Transformation to effectively hide the network latency from the users. This property is
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called optimistic replication - a strategy for replication in which replicas of the document
are allowed to diverge.

Referring back to Figure 1, both sites will finish with a consistent document view if
Site 0 transforms the delete() operation to take into account the insert operation(). Due
to message vector timestamps[3], Site 0 knows it has applied an insert operation, that Site
1 was not aware of when it sent the delete operation. Therefore Site 0 will transform the
delete operation from delete(4) to delete(5).

There is an interesting property that must be satisfied by the most basic Operational
Transformation functions. Consider Figure 2 with two sites and two operations. Then the
following relation must hold:

op′1 = T (op1, op2)

op′2 = T (op2, op2)

op1 ◦ op′2 ≡ op2 ◦ op′1

Where opi ◦ opj denotes the sequence of operations opi followed by opj . What this
property ensures is that as long as one of the operations is transformed by function T , then
they can be executed out of order, and still converge to the same document state.

Figure 1.2: op1 followed by op2’ should have the same effect as op2 followed by op1’

An example of a few Operational Transformation Functions:

//p1 and p2 denote character position.

//c1 and c2 denote character being inserted/deleted

//u1 and u2 are user identifiers
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Tii(Ins[p1, c1], Ins[p2, c2]){

if (p1 < p2) or (p1 = p2 and u1 < u2)

return Ins[p1, c1]

else return Ins[p1+1, c1];

}

Tid(Ins[p1, c1], Del[p2]){

if (p1 <= p2) return Ins[p1, c1];

else return Ins[p1-1, c1];

}

Tdi(Del[p1], Ins[p2, c2]){

if (p1 < p2) return Del[p1]

else return Del[p1+1];

}

Tdd(Del[p1], Del[p2]){

if (p1 < p2) return Del[p1];

else if (p1 > p2) return Del[p1-1];

else return I;

}

Original definitions for these functions available in [4].

Note that in a plain-text editor, simple insert or delete operations are the only operations
needed to ensure consistency amongst all sites. These functions are very basic since they
only work with one character at a time. However, if strings of characters are used as input
parameters, then the Transformation functions will become more complex as mentioned in
[5].

The following sections cover 3 different models used to ensure consistency amongst all
document replicas concurrently being edited. These models are as follows:

• CC Model

• CCI Model

• Jupiter Model

These 3 models are based upon the concept of Operational Transformation.

The CC Model

The CC model consistency [1] criteria consists of 2 properties that need to be satisfied:
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1. Convergence: copies of the shared document are identical at all sites at quiescence
(i.e., all generated operations have been executed at all sites).

2. Precedence (Causality) : if one operation Oa causally precedes another operation Ob,
then at each site the execution of Oa happens before the execution of Ob.

The CC model was first proposed by researchers working on the GROVE system in
1989. In order to satisfy these two properties, the GROVE research team created the
dOPT algorithm along with Operational Transformation functions.

In order to maintain Causality (property #2), a vector clock time-stamping scheme is
used. This lets a site receiving an operation know whether there are other messages it
should wait to receive before applying the current one. For example, consider Figure 3.
Assume Site 0 inserts a new paragraph of text near the end of the document (Operation
O1). This change is reflected at Site 1 first, where the user disagrees with the addition
and deletes the paragraph with operation O2. Site 2 will be confused since the messages
arrive out of order, and is receiving a delete message for content does not exist. With the
vector clock time-stamping scheme, Site 2 will wait for operation O1 to be received before
applying operation O2.

Figure 1.3: O1 and O2 are executed in different orders at sites 1 and 2.

Once the precedence property of an operation has been satisfied, the dOPT algorithm
is used to transform it against a list of independent operations in the documents Log. The
Log is a collection of independent operations previously executed listed in the order of their
execution.

dOPT(Op, Log){

EOp = Op;
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for (i=1; i<=n; i++){

if (Log[i] || Op) //if the two operations are independent

then EOp = T(EOp, Log[i]); //operational transformation

}

Execute EOp;

Append EOp to the end of Log;

}

Original source for algorithm is [1].

The dOPT algorithm is generic and may be used for a wide variety of document types.
As such it is not application specific.

The transformation function ensures that operations executed in different orders pro-
duce the same result, which satisfies the convergence property (property #1).

Operational Transformation functions used by the dOPT algorithm are application spe-
cific, and need to be customised to suit specific application operations.

Problem

Although the dOPT algorithm in combination with Operational Transformation functions
works in simple cases, several research groups independently discovered that it does not
work whenever an operation is concurrent with two or more dependent operations [1].

Figure 1.4: Illustrating the problem of operation O2 independent of two dependent opera-
tions O1 and O3.

In Figure 4 Operation O2 is concurrent with O1 and O3, where O3 is dependent on
O1 (O1 → O3). Even though the dOPT algorithm satisfies both properties of the CC
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model, the final document states between the 3 sites are inconsistent with each other. This
example reveals that the CC model is not sufficient for maintaining consistency during
real-time collaboration.

Despite this problem, the concept of maintaining consistency using Operational Trans-
formation was innovative and inspiring to many researchers, which led to the formulate of
the CCI Model.

The CCI Model

Researchers working on a new system (REDUCE) analyzed the shortcomings of the GROVE
system, and were able to identify a separate type of issue that needed to be addressed.

Consider a real-time collaboration system, where all operations are serialized through
a central server so that each site receives and executes operations in the same order (a site
which generates an operation must wait to receive it from the server before applying) and
in their original form (no operational transformation). This system would appear to satisfy
the CC model because all operations are executed in the exact same order which satisfies
causality and all copies of the document are identical (they never diverge and therefore
convergence is satisfied). However even with this serialized model the system is not correct.
The new issue identified by researchers was that the editing intentions of the users were
not being preserved.

Figure 1.5: Even though both sites converge to the same state, the intention of the users is
not preserved.

For example, Figure 5 satisfies causality and convergence, but the final result is not
what the users expected. The correct final result should be

”
xAz“.

The main difference between Convergence and Intention Preservation is that the con-
vergence issue is addressable by serializing all operations between sites, whereas intention
preservation is not.
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As a result of this discovery, a new consistency model was proposed [1]:

1. Causality Preservation : the same as the precedence property in the CC Model.

2. Convergence: the same as the convergence property in the CC Model.

3. Intention Preservation: ensures that the effect of executing an operation on any doc-
ument state be the same as the intention of the operation. The intention of an
operation O is defined as the execution effect which can be achieved by applying O
on the document state from which O was generated.

The REDUCE system researches use 3 different techniques to satisfy the 3 require-
ments of the CCI model. To achieve causality-preservation (property #1), the same state
vector time-stamping scheme used by the GROVE system is used. To achieve intention-
preservation (property #3) Operational Transformation is used.

To ensure convergence, a new technique was developed: a total ordering relationship

”
⇒“ for all operations and an undo/do/redo scheme.

Total Ordering Relationship

A total ordering relationship, as opposed to a causal (partial) ordering relationship, imposes
an ordering on all operations. A causal ordering relationship only imposes an order on
operations that are dependent upon each other.

As a quick example, in Figure 3 one can see that that all operations executed at Site
1 have a causal ordering of O1 → O3 because O1 was executed at site 1 before O3 was
generated. However, what is the ordering between O1 and O2 - two operations that were
generated independently of each other? This is where applying a total ordering relationship
is useful.

Definition 2. Total Ordering relation
”
⇒“ as defined in [6].

Given two operations Oa and Ob, generated at sites i and j and timestamped by SVOa and
SVOb

, respectively, then Oa⇒ Ob, iff:

1. sum(SVOa) < sum(SVOb
) or

2. sum(SVOa) = sum(SVOb
) and i < j (where i and j are the site identifiers)

where sum(SV ) =
∑N−1

i=0 SV [i]

It follows that causal ordering relationship implies a total ordering relationship. That
is if Oa→ Ob then Oa⇒ Ob.
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Undo/Do/Redo Scheme

Once a total ordering relationship is in place, the Undo/Do/Redo scheme can be applied.
When an operation Ob at Site x satisfies causal ordering it is executed. However an oper-
ation Oa may arrive later at Site x that precedes operation Ob in terms of total ordering.
In this case, the following occurs:

1. undo(Ob)

2. do (Oa)

3. do(Ob)

If every site follows this scheme, then it ensured that the operations at each site are
executed in the same total and causal order. Therefore the final output results will be
consistent at each site. Note that one assumption made by this scheme is that any operation
that has been done (do()), can be undone (undo()). Therefore the Log needs to keep a
sufficient history of all executed operations and their properties.

Intention Preservation

To achieve intention preservation, Operational Transformation is used. Note that Oper-
ational Transformation is no longer used to ensure convergence as it was in the GROVE
system. As mentioned in the previous section, the REDUCE system uses an Undo/Do/Redo
scheme to ensure convergence.

As a result, the Operational Transformation functions in REDUCE are not required to
satisfy the same properties as in GROVE. Instead two types of transformation functions
are introduced: The Inclusion Transformation (IT ) function and Exclusion Transformation
(ET ) function. In the GROVE system, when an Operation Oa was transformed against
Operation Ob,

O′a = IT (Oa, Ob)

the output O′a was the result of Oa including or accounting for the actions Ob. The
Operational Transformation functions in the GROVE system are a type of IT Operational
functions. The ET operational transformation functions introduced in the REDUCE system
are exactly the opposite. Given two operations O′a and Ob:

Oa = ET (O′a, Ob)

Substituting the above IT function into the ET function demonstrates this more clearly:
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Oa = ET (IT (Oa, Ob), Ob)

These functions can be defined more formally, but first some definitions must be pro-
vided. The following definitions and specifications are taken from [1]:

Definition 3. Definition Context DC: Given an operation O, the Definition Context
DC(O), is the state or context of the document when operation O was generated.

Definition 4. Execution Context EC: The execution context of operation O,EO(O) is the
state or context of the document for which O is executed.

Intention-preservation of an operation is satisfied if DC(O) = EC(O).

Definition 5. Context equivalent relation
”
t“: Given two operations Oa and Ob, Oa and

Ob are context-equivalent, i.e., Oa tOb, iff DC(Oa) = DC(Ob)

Definition 6. Context preceding relation
”
7→“: Given two operations Oa and Ob, Oa is

context preceding Ob, i.e., Oa 7→ Ob, iff DC(Ob) = DC(Oa) + [Oa] (where
”
+“ expresses

the concatenation of two lists)

With these definitions, it is now possible to formally define the IT/ET functions.

Specification 1. IT (Oa, Ob) : O′a

1. Precondition for input parameters: Oa tOb

2. Postcondition for output: Ob 7→ O′a, and the effect of O′a in DC(O′a) is the same as
the effect of Oa in DC(Oa).

Specification 2. ET (Oa, Ob) : O′a

1. Precondition for input parameters: Ob 7→ Oa.

2. Postcondition for output: Ob tO′a and the effect of O′a in DC(O′a) is the same as the
effect of Oa in DC(Oa).

The fundamentals for the main REDUCE consistency control algorithm (named GOT)
have now been specified. There are 3 special cases the GOT algorithm must handle using
the IT/ET functions. Assume operation execution from the reference point of Site 1. Also
assume Site 0 has already executed 3 operations which are now stored in the history buffer:
EC(O) = HB = [EO1, EO2, EO3]

Case 1: All operations in EC(O) are causally preceding O. For example: EO1 → O,
EO2→ O, EO3→ O in Figure 6.
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Figure 1.6: All operations causally preceding operation O

In this case DC(O) = EC(O) and no transformation for O is needed since EO = O.

Case 2: Operations causally preceding O are listed in EC(O) before operations inde-
pendent of O. For example EO1→ O,EO2||O,EO3||O. In this case, two transformations
need to take place. Figure 7a shows the initial state of the operations before any transfor-
mations, Figure 7b and Figure 7c show the state of the operations after the first and second
transformation respectively.

In the first transformation O′ = IT (O′, EO3), O is transformed against operation EO2.
According to Specification 1.1, this is possible because O and EO2 have the same DC. That
is O t EO2.

In the second transformation O′′ = IT (O′, EO3), O is transformed against operation
EO3. Again, O′ and EO3 have a context equivalent relation, and so Specification 1.1 is
satisfied.

13



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.7: Transforming operation O so that all operations are causally preceding it.

It can be seen that in Figure 7c that case 2 has been reduced to case 1 DC(O′′) =
EC(O′′) and no additional transformations are required.

Case 3: At least one causally preceding operation is positioned after an independent
operation in EC(O). For example EO1→ O, EO2 || O, EO3→ O.

This case requires special handling. Operation O does not have a context equivalent
relation

”
t“, or context preceding relation

”
7→“, with any of the operations EO1, EO2,

EO3. Therefore it is not possible to directly transform O against any of these operations
using the IT or ET functions.
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(a) No transformations (original) (b) EO3′ = ET (EO3, EO2)

(c) O′ = ET (O, EO3′)

Figure 1.8: Transforming operation O so that the problem is reduced to that of Case 2.

It is possible however to transform EO3 against EO2. EO2 has a context preceding
relationship with EO3, and therefore use the following to obtain EO3′ as depicted in Figure
8b.

EO3′ = ET (EO3, EO2)

Operation EO3′ now has a context preceding relationship with operation O. Trans-
forming operation O against EO3′, yields O′ as shown in Figure 8c:
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O′ = ET (O,EO3′)

It can be seen in Figure 8c that O′ has the following relationship with EO1, EO2, EO3′:

EO1→ O′, EO2 || O′, EO3′ || O′

which is the same relationship as in case 2. Therefore case 3 has been reduced to case
2 which has already been shown as solvable.

Applying these 3 cases and their variants to transforming operations, the REDUCE
system is able to satisfy the 3 properties of the CCI model and achieve consistency amongst
all document replicas.

Jupiter model

The CCI model used for the REDUCE systems GOT algorithm, was one advanced approach
to solving the dOPT problem. The Jupiter system is another approach yet much simpler.
It uses a centralized server through which all operations are broadcast. It is an environment
that uses a star topology of multiple clients and one central server.

When a client generates an editing operation, the operation is first applied locally, and
then sent only to the server. The server transforms this operations against its own document
and then broadcasts the newly transformed operation to all other connected clients.

Sending messages through a central server which then broadcasts the messages to other
clients is essentially a serialization protocol, and therefore causality-violation never occurs.
To ensure convergence, Jupiter uses a different system than the dOPT algorithm. A 2-
dimensional state-space graph is used instead of the 1-dimensional Log.

The 2-dimensional state graph is helpful to visualize the state space that the client and
server pass through as they process messages from each other. Under each state is a pair
of number that shows the number of messages that has been processed by the client and
the number of messages processed by the server. For example, if a client is in state (4,3), it
means that it has processed 4 messages of its own, and received and processed 3 messages
from the server.

Each time a message is processed, the client/server move through the state space graph.
If there are no conflicts (meaning no operations occurring independently of each other), then
the client and server will take the exact same path through the state space graph. However,
when the client/server both generate messages at the same time (independent messages),
then the paths will diverge. It is the responsibility of the Operational Transformation
functions to converge the client and server back to the same state. In the figure below, the
client and server begin in the same state (0,0). Two operations occur independently of each
other at both sites, and the paths taken through the state graph diverge.
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The operation transformation functions used in the Jupiter system have the form:

xform(c, s) = (c′, s′)

where c’ and s’ are the transformed operations of c and s respectively. In the below
example, the client uses s’ at state (1,0) to converge with the server at state (1,1). The
reason for generating c’ at the client will be explained later.

Figure 1.9: Depicting the Client and Server diverging from each other to different states
[4].

Similarly to the Operational Transformation functions used in the dOPT algorithm, the
outputs c’ and s’ of xform must have the property that if the client executes c followed by
s’ and the server executes s followed by c’, then the client and server must converge to the
same final state (Figure 2).

A concrete example of an xform function in [7] that satisfies this property:

xform(del x, del y) =
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{del x-1, del y} if x > y

{del x, del y-1} if x < y

{no-op, no-op} if x = y

One important issue to note, is that we can only use the xform function directly if the
client and server diverge by one step. That is, both operations need to have the same initial
state (similar to operations requiring the same DC in the GOT algorithm). If the client
and server diverge by more than one step, then a different approach is required.

Figure 10 shows an example where 3 messages are sent between the client and the server.
The message sent by the client is independent from the messages sent by the server.

Figure 1.10: A client operation independent of two server operations.

As a result, the states of the client and server diverge as depicted in Figure 11a. The
client can transform operation s1 against operation c because they both begin in the same
state (0,0). However the client cannot transform c against s2. This is where the second
output from the xform function comes into use. In Figure 11b c’ has been made visible.
c’ and s2 share the same initial state and therefore can be used as inputs to the xform
transformation function to move the client to state (1,2). At this point the client has
processed all of the servers’ operations, and will wait at state (1,2) for the server to process
the clients operation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.11: Client diverging from the Server represented in the state graph [7].

One interesting thing to note in the Jupiter system, is that the server needs to maintain
this 2-dimensional state graph for every client that connects. This can become very memory
intensive as the number of clients connected scale. Google Wave is system that makes use
of the Jupiter system for real-time collaboration. It was the engineers at Google that have
proposed a small change to the system to reduce the memory footprint required to maintain
the state graphs.

It was proposed that instead of allowing a client to send operations at any time, the
client would have to wait for acknowledgement from the server before sending a new batch
of operations. Once the server has sent an acknowledgement, it means that the server
has received all the clients operations, transformed them against its own document, and
broadcast these transformed operations to all other clients.

By making the client wait for the server to acknowledge, the server no longer needs to
keep those state spaces around because the client can always infer where the server is. This
means the client infers the dotted line.

Whats so special about the server acknowledgement that allows a client to infer where
it is? Since the client has sent all of its operations, the acknowledgement tells it the server
has processed them all, so now the client knows what state the server occupies. The client
can now transform its operations to enter the same state as the server.
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1.3 Editors in the real-world

1.3.1 ACE Editor

A collaborative real-time free open-source editor. Written in Java, it is available for mul-
tiple platforms such as Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. ACE editor is the open-source
equivalent of the proprietary Mac OS X only SubEthaEdit. Implements an advanced form
of the GOT algorithm used in REDUCE.

Advantages

• Multi-platform support

Disadvantages

• Editor needs to be installed

• Clients must be on the same sub-network to find each other automatically.

• Firewall rules may need to be altered.

• No rich-text support.

1.3.2 Etherpad

Online collaborative real-time free open-source editor. Began as a proprietary online service
with extra options available as paid services. On 4 December 2009, it was announced that
Etherpad had been acquired by Google which was interested in using the technology in
the upcoming Google Wave. After being acquired by Google, the source code for Etherpad
was released into the public domain under the Apache Licence Version 2.0. Implements the
Jupiter consistency approach.

Advantages

• Rich-text support

• Can be run in any modern browser. Nothing else needs to be installed.

• Clients can be on different subnetworks

• No configuration required to collaborate with other users

• No account required to collaborate with other users

• Multi-platform support
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Disadvantages

• Limit of 16 collaborators per document

1.3.3 Google Wave

Google Wave is a next generation technology announced by Google on May 27, 2009.
From the Wave website:

”
Google Wave is an online tool for real-time communication and

collaboration. A wave can be both a conversation and a document where people can
discuss and work together using richly formatted text, photos, videos, maps, and more.“[8]
Implements the Jupiter consistency approach.

Advantages

• Rich-text support

• Can be run in any modern browser. Nothing else needs to be installed.

• Clients can be on different subnetworks

• No configuration required to collaborate with other users

• Multi-platform support

Disadvantages

• Currently a Google Account is required to collaborate on a document with others

1.3.4 Google Docs Writer

Google Writer is part of the online Google Docs office suite. It is mentioned here to
emphasize that is not a real-time collaborative editor. Changes by multiple users are merged
and presented to the users every 5 - 15 seconds. Operational Transformation Technology is
not used. There are two problems with the document merging every few seconds approach:

1. Not real-time

2. Concurrent edit merging not always successful.

The second point is the bigger problem. Document merging conflicts are similar to
distributed revision control (SVN, Mercurial, Git) conflicts where two programmers may
edit the same line of a file independently before attempting to merge the changes together.
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In these cases, both with Google Docs and the the distributed revision control systems, the
conflicts must be manually corrected by the user.

As of May 2010, Google is in the process of building a new editor based on the real-
time aspects covered in this paper. From the Google Summary

”
New version of Google

documents We’re previewing a totally re-built version of Google documents that adds a lot
of new features and makes editing much snappier. The new version has chat, character-by-
character real time co-editing, and makes imports and exports much better.“

More information can be found in [9].
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Chapter 2

Project Specification

An online web-editor should be quick to load, responsive, and use technology supported
by standards compliant browsers. For these reasons 3rd party plug-ins such as Adobe
Flash, Microsoft Silverlight, or Sun Java applets should be avoided. Instead JavaScript, a
programming language natively supported by many of today’s mainstream browsers will be
used. Target browsers will include:

• Firefox 2.x+

• Google Chrome 2.x+

• Opera 9.x+

While other browsers may work, they will not be officially supported.

Since the real-time collaborative text-editor Etherpad already exists on the Internet,
our editor should focus on a different editor niche such as Pair-Programming.

In Pair-Programming, two developers sit at the same workstation, one developer as-
sumes the role of driver, and the other developer the role of the observer. While the driver
types code, the navigator is free to assess future problems, come up with improvement ideas
and contemplate the strategic direction of the work.

Often both developers, will share the same monitor and keyboard. It would be nice if
the developers could work in the same space but use separate workstations. In this way,
the observer and driver have a little more distance between each other and still observe
what the driver types in real-time. The observer will also have the possibly to make small
corrections to syntax, insert comments etc.

Some proposed features for our editor:

• A centralized architecture similar to the Jupiter approach will be used. The reason for
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this is that browsers cannot communicate directly with other browsers, and as such,
a distributed architecture is not currently possible. (star-topology with the server in
the center).

• Users should be able to easily see which document edits have been created by whom,
and as such, text will be color coded to indicate the author. Each user will have a
unique color assigned.

• Initially a max of 8 users will be supported per document. However this limit will be
artificial and may be modified later in a configuration file.

• Documents should be shareable among users by copying and pasting the link of the
document. As such each document will have a permanent and unique link.

• Documents should be exportable. Provide option to download text file so user does
not have to copy and paste document.

• Document should persist on the server. That is, if all users leave and then return,
the document is still available.

• Users should be able to communicate via a sidebar chat box. This should avoid
cluttering the actual document with user comments.

• Document is automatically saved on the server with every keystroke.

• Syntax highlighting for user-definable languages.
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Chapter 3

Project Implementation

3.1 Representing the Document

HTML has many ways of representing document text. The 3 main approaches we will focus
on are as follows:

1. Create our own Textfield using HTML primitives.

2. Use the contentEditable property to directly edit the HTML DOM.

3. Use the standard built-in HTML <textarea> element.

3.1.1 Create our own Textfield using HTML primitives

A textfield in HTML may be created by manipulating the HTML DOM (Document Object
Model) using basic building blocks such as <div> tags and key listeners (keyup, keydown,
keypress). Everytime a key is pressed, we are able to capture the event with our key
event handlers, detect exactly what character triggered the event, and update our <div>
elements innerText property with the character. If we want to create an artificial text
cursor, each character needs to be contained within its own HTML tag that supports
listening to mouse events, so that clicking on that character will place the cursor at that
position. Deleting characters works in a similar fashion. When we press the Enter key
within a <div> element, the element needs to break into two <div> elements to represent
a line break. When

”
backspacing“ through multiple tags, the tags need to merged together.

As stated this is a very primitive approach.

Advantages

• Complete control over textfield’s functionality
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• When the textfield changes, we know exactly where and how it changed

Disadvantages

• Not easy to implement

• Browser won’t recognize this as a real textfield, and therefore right-clicking on the
text area or pressing

”
ctrl-v“ will not reveal a

”
paste“ operation, which in our opinion

is a fundamental requirement for a proper textfield.

3.1.2 Use the contentEditable property to edit the HTML DOM.

The contentEditable property was originally introduced by Internet Explorer 5.5 in July
2000 [10]. In essence it allows you to apply changes directly to DOM which is very similar
to the method described in the previous section:

”
Create our own Textfield using HTML

primitives“. There are a few advantages and disadvantages with this approach:

Advantages

• Paste functionality: Element is natively detected by the browser as a text area and
therefore pasting is supported.

• Manipulation of DOM: The browser handles manipulation of the DOM when the user
presses the Enter key, which should split one <div> element into two. This reduces
the work of the programmer.

Disadvantages

• Extra work to detect the position of a character in a DOM structure.

• Different browsers manipulate the DOM in very different ways.

• Paste functionality allows the possibility to paste any HTML elements into the text
area.

Discovering the position of the character is one of the fundamental requirements of oper-
ational transformation because synchronization of document states between clients depend
on being able to correctly communicate these positions. When attempting to discover the
position of a character in the DOM, we need to convert to plain-text by removing all tags
surrounding these characters. When removing <div> tags we need to detect the end of one
div tag and the start of another and insert a newline character. Further complicating this
is the fact that because different browsers manipulate the DOM in different ways, some
browsers will represent a newline as a new <div> element while others will represent a
newline as a <br /> element.
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Yet another problem is that pasting is not limited only to plain-text. A user can paste
anything from another HTML page into the text area. In our tests we were able to paste a
video copied from YouTube. Clearly, filtering out unwanted objects is very important with
this approach.

3.1.3 Use the standard built-in <HTML> textarea element

One of the standard ways of inserting text into an HTML document is through the use
of the <textarea> element. Text inside this element is represented simply as plain-text.
Unlike the first option (Create our own Textfield using HTML primitives), this method
allows for pasting. Unlike the second option (Use the contentEditable property to edit the
HTML DOM.) this method does not allow pasting of other HTML documents into its area.
Any rich-text pasted into this textfield is automatically converted to plain-text. Character
positions are very consistent with one another across multiple browsers. Modifying the
text area is very quick. Using this <textarea> element would add much needed simplicity
and compatibility to our editor. It was decided to use this method for representing our
document.

3.2 Detecting User Input

One of the first problems encountered while implementing our editor was detecting user-
input. At first glance, this may seem like a trivial problem since browsers provide predefined
events for detecting changes in an HTML 4 textarea. A problem does exist however: once
we are alerted by an event indicating the textarea has changed, how do we go about finding
what exactly did change in this textarea? Did the user enter a character? Delete a block of
text? Knowing this information is important because it would be very bandwidth intensive
to send the entire document to other clients every time a minor change has been detected.
We need to know exactly what changed so a client can notify other clients with a small
message detailing the changes.

As stated before, there is no API for detecting what exactly changed in an HTML
textfield when it signals a change has occurred. Even worse, there is nothing in the HTML
4 specification to indicate that a textfield has changed while it still has focus!

In the HTML 4 Specification as defined in [11]:

onchange = script [CT]

The onchange event occurs when a control loses the input focus

and its value has been modified since gaining focus. This

attribute applies to the following elements: INPUT, SELECT, and

TEXTAREA.

The key item to note here is that the onchange event only fires when the textfield loses
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focus. We need an event to notify us of changes at all times. After some more research,
we found that the HTML 5 draft appeared to have what we were looking for. The new

”
input“ event as defined in [12]:

4.10.7.4 Common event behaviors

When the input event applies, any time the user causes the element’s value

to change, the user agent must queue a task to fire a simple event that

bubbles named input at the input element, then broadcast forminput events

at the input element’s form owner. User agents may wait for a suitable break

in the user’s interaction before queuing the task; for example, a user agent

could wait for the user to have not hit a key for 100ms, so as to only fire

the event when the user pauses, instead of continuously for each keystroke.

Examples of a user changing the element’s value would include the user typing

into a text field, pasting a new value into the field, or undoing an edit in

that field. Some user interactions do not cause changes to the value, e.g.

hitting the
’’
delete‘‘ key in an empty text field, or replacing some text in the

field with text from the clipboard that happens to be exactly the same text.

Although HTML 5 is still in draft form, many of todays modern browsers support a
subset of its features, the input event being one of these early supported features. Figure
3.1 provides a compatibility table of browser support for the input event.

Figure 3.1: Table showing browser support for input event

We will attempt to use the input event as a preliminary step to help us detect changes
in an HTML textarea. The following two sections will describe two different approaches we
used to try and achieve this goal.
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Detecting change by tracking text cursor position

The first attempt at approaching this problem involves keeping track of the text cursor
position before and after the input event. The way this works is that if the cursor position
was at position 0 before the input event and is now at position 1, we know that a character
was inserted between these two points. It is now trivial to look between these two positions
to discover the character value.

One issue quickly discovered after a quick proof-of-concept attempt was that the re-
ported text cursor position by the browser was not always reliable. For example, after
typing in a character and firing a input event, the before and after positions of the cursor
were reported to be equal, and thus it falsely appeared as if no character had been inputted.

Detecting change by comparing document states

The tracking text cursor position idea was quickly discarded and a new approach consid-
ered. We could store a copy of the document before and after the input event and do a
comparison/diff between these to detect what caused the change.

Diff algorithms are traditionally used to compare two versions of the same file and
extract changes between them. This is useful in the case two or more people collaborating
on a given project have older copies of a file. Simply sending the summary of differences
between the older and newer version allows others to patch their copies to the newest version
and is more efficient than sending the entire new file. This is especially true in the case
of large files with small changes. Our system is the perfect candidate for this approach
because we may have very large documents with very small changes applied.

The diff algorithm is based on the
”
Longest common subsequence problem“. This algo-

rithms works by finding the longest common subsequence of symbols that are in the same
order for the two strings. For example consider the following two sequences of characters:

a b c d f g h j q z

a b c d e f g i j k r x y z

We can see the first 4 characters are the same. After this we drop
”
h“ and

”
q“ from

the top sequence and
”
e“,

”
i“,

”
k“,

”
r“,

”
x“,

”
y“ from the bottom as these characters do

not appear in both strings (or do not appear in the same proper order in both strings).

The resulting longest common subsequence is:

a b c d f g j z

The diff utility might summarize the changes of these two sequences as
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e h i q k r x y

+ - + - + + + +

where
”
+“ means the character was added and

”
-“ means the character was removed.

Although in this case the summary of changes is actually bigger than the new sequence, it
is because the order of change size is the same as the order of document size.

In our system we can implement a much more simplified algorithm to detect changes
between versions of the same document because we can make an assumption of a single-
sequence to make the problem much simpler.

The single-sequence assumption means we can assume any changes will always be to-
gether in one sequence. For example, if 3 characters have been inserted into the document,
they must be in the same 3 character sequence with positions x, x + 1, x + 2. They cannot
be dispersed throughout the document. Using this assumption, if we detect that the new
state of a document is 3 characters longer than the old document, we only need to find the
position x in the document, where the first character has been inserted. We then know that
the other two characters follow right behind the first.

/* input: two character arrays representing before and after state of

* document

* output: object declaring type of operation, position of

* operation and inserted/deleted character */

function inputEvent(oldState, newState){

int length = newState.length - oldState.length;

if (length > 0){

/* character must have been inserted

* iterate through both arrays and find the string

* sequence of characters that are
’’
length‘‘ long

* from the newState array */

} else if (length < 0){

/* character must have been deleted

* iterate through both arrays and find the string

* sequence of characters that are
’’
length‘‘ long

* from the oldState array */

} else {

/* character must have been highlighted and replaced by another

* iterate through both arrays and find the differences in

* characters */

}

}

The basic idea is to compare the old and new document states character by character
to find what exactly is different. Note that we do not have to take care of the special case
where a sequence of characters is highlighted and replaced by the exact same sequence of
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characters. This case is handled by the browser application code which ensures that an
input event does not fire in this case.

To ensure our single-sequence assumption holds, we immediately do a diff between old
and new document states whenever the user moves the cursor by using the keyboard arrow
keys or using the mouse to click a different document position. This ensures that when a
diff between old and new document states occurs, the inserted/deleted characters cannot
appear in multiple areas of the document, which would otherwise invalidate the single-
sequence assumption.

At first this idea was approached very cautiously because for large documents it ap-
peared that this approach may become very CPU intensive; especially if executed every
time a key stroke occurs. However, it was determined that we could use the cursor po-
sition to roughly determine where exactly the change occurred and do a comparison/diff
on a much smaller area, resulting in the ability to avoid potential performance issues with
scaling to large document sizes.

This approach was implemented and proved to be the most reliable in detecting changes.
However there was still one more problem to be solved:

Distinguishing between local and remote changes

Whenever a remote operation arrives over the network we perform an operational trans-
formation on the operation and then apply it to our document. One problem encountered
was that the input event was being raised even when the textfield was changed program-
matically using JavaScript. We had assumed the input event would only fire when a user
typed something directly into the textfield. Without the ability to distinguish between a
local and remote operation, a remote operation would be detected as a local change and
the remote user we received the operation from would see his own operations reflected back
towards him!

Our approach to solving this problem is to temporarily disable document event listeners.
After we apply the remote operation, we can simply re-enable the event listeners. Thanks
to JavaScript’s single-threaded model, we do not have to worry about the user being able
to make changes to the document while we are busy applying the remote message with
event handlers disabled. Before re-enabling the input event listeners we also synchronize
the old and new document states. Synchronizing ensures that future comparisons/diffs of
the document states do not detect the remote operations effect on the document. This
effectively disables remote operations being reflected back to the remote user.

The following lists summarize the advantages/disadvantages of the change detection
model chosen.

Advantages

• Reliably detect changes to the document.
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• Support for detecting cut and paste operations from the browser.

Disadvantages

• Still a little more CPU intensive because we have to go find the change instead of
being notified what was inserted/deleted.

• A little more work to distinguish between local and remote operations applied.

We now had a reliable method of detecting user input. We could now move on towards
solving our next problem: Achieving communication between clients via a server.

3.3 Communication Between Clients

Presented more than 15 years ago, in 1995, the Jupiter System editor was originally im-
plemented as a traditional executable desktop application communicating with a central
server directly over TCP/IP. Our approach of providing the editor within a web browser
and communicating with the higher level HTTP protocol is relatively new, and will make
our system much more accessible to end users.

It will no longer be the case that two users wishing to collaborate on a document will
need to install desktop clients on their machine and discover a central server IP address to
begin collaborating. The users will simply need to share a URL amongst each other, load
the URL in a browser, and begin working. We now detail how the communication between
the clients is achieved.

3.3.1 Implementation

In the traditional Jupiter System implementation approach, the server that facilitated com-
munication between clients was always running and aware of how many clients were con-
nected to it. If a server has N clients and one of its clients sent an operation, the server
had to simply receive this message, and then forward it to the the other N − 1 clients. Due
to the nature of running an HTTP server with PHP, we do not have the luxury of a PHP
script running persistently and forwarding messages directly to other clients. We need to
explore other avenues for sharing information among clients.

Using a database

After some consideration, we discovered we could achieve communication between clients
by using a database as an

”
outbox“ for messages intended to other clients. For example,
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one client sends a message to the HTTP server which launches a PHP script. The PHP
script is able to determine N−1 other users are currently editing the same document. N−1
copies of the message are then stored in the database with a column identifying which client
each copy is intended for. Next time, when another client checks with the server for any
messages intended for it, it will see them waiting in the database. As soon as the client has
retrieved its messages, the messages may be removed from the database.

Figure 3.2: Diagram depicting the communication between clients.

Sending Data to the Server

Data is sent to the server using simple AJAX calls. To be as real-time as possible, a message
should be sent from the client to the server every time the user presses a key. However
this could potentially cause problems if the user is typing rapidly, as HTTP GET requests
will be sent out in rapid succession, and may overload the server even though there may be
relatively few users sending these requests. For example, assuming the user can press two
keys per second, 40 separate very small messages will be sent to the server from only one
client in a span of 20 seconds. This is very much similar to a DOS attack.

A better approach is to have a 2 second timer that keeps reseting itself back to 2
everytime the user presses a key. Once the timer hits zero, we send out a message detailing
the changes to the document. Using this method, if the user types rapidly for 20 seconds
before taking a break, only one message from the client to the server will be sent. The
problem this approach introduces is we’ve just removed the

”
real-time“ communication

aspect of our system.
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We can reach a compromise by taking this approach one step further and putting a
limit on the number of times the 2 second timer is reset before sending. This puts an upper
bound on the time other clients have to wait to receive an update.

For example, the time interval i between messages is bounded by the following equation:

i = t ∗ l + p

Where t is the number seconds to reset to after each key stroke, l is the limit on the
number of timer resets, and p is the propagation delay.

Assuming changes are sent as soon as they occur and a propagation delay of 500ms
between clients, the average time between messages received is approximately 500ms. With
the timer approach of t = 2, and l = 2, the lower and upper bounds of the time interval
between messages received is 2.5 to 4.5 seconds respectively. This is a good compromise of
keeping the number of messages sent small while still keeping a certain degree of

”
real-time“

responsiveness in our system.

Balancing Load

One advantage of the scheme introduced in the previous section is that we may dynamically
change the delay parameters depending on the server load. For example, if server load is
very low, we may allow clients to send an operation message for every key stroke by sending
a message from the server indicating t should be set to zero. Once the server starts receiving
too many messages, it may notify all clients to increase their t value.

Receiving Data from the Server

One problem with using HTTP as our communication protocol is that it is only a re-
quest/response protocol. That is, we have to request data from the server before we receive
it. For our real-time collaborative editor, this causes a problem. We want a client to know
when a new message is ready from another client without constantly polling the server. If
we poll the server in small time intervals, then we risk overloading the server even if only
a small amount of users are polling. If we poll the server in larger time intervals, then we
alleviate the server overload problem, but our real-time editor becomes less

”
real-time“.

We can sidestep these problems by using long polling. With long polling, our client will
connect to the server requesting new data. If there is new data, the server returns it to the
client and the connection is closed. The difference between long and regular polling is that
with long polling, if there is no data, the connection is kept open, and the client is kept
waiting. Once a message for the client appears on the server, the server immediately returns
it to the client, which receives it, processes it, and begins another long polling session with
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the server. In this way, it is almost as if the information is
”
pushed“ to the client when it

becomes available.

Server side pseudo code for Long Polling

/* Keeps looping while there are messages available for client.

* Returns if at least one message found and no more messages available.

* Keeps looping if not even one message has been found yet. */

List messagesToReturn;

while (true){

message := getNewMessage(clientID);

if (message != null){

messagesToReturn.add(message);

} else if (messagesToReturn.length > 0){

/* we didn’t find anything in this iteration, but we already

* have a message from previous iterations so break loop and

* return result. */

break;

} else {

/* no message found in this iteration, but we don’t have

* anything to return either. Keep iterating */

sleep(1);

}

}

/* Return messages to client */

echo messagesToReturn;

Some web servers impose a 60 second timeout on a server side script that hasn’t been
returned yet. In this case we can modify our code to return after 40 iterations (approx-
imately 40 seconds), after which the client will restart the long poll. Using long polling
gives us the ability to receive messages almost instantly, while at the same time keeping a
much lighter bandwidth load on the server.

Long-polling criticisms

Although long-polling does reduce the amount of bandwidth used, it requires that the
TCP/IP connection between the client and server remain open for longer periods of time.
On the server-side, this can cause memory resource problems as the number of clients
waiting for a response increase. It should be noted that some web servers such as the
Apache web server do not support long-polling very well at all, and performance actually
decreases when too many server side scripts are sleeping and waiting for a result. There
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are alternative web servers such Lighttpd which is specifically made for managing a huge
number of connections [13]. In the case of Apache, our system includes a configuration file
to allow the server to notify clients about which polling method should be used.

Adding/Removing new Clients

When new clients join a document being collaborated upon, they need to register themselves
with the server. The server in return provides the client with an up to date copy of the
document, and at this point, the new client may begin collaborating with other existing
clients.

Currently, a maximum artificial limit of 8 clients are allowed to concurrently edit one
document. Once a client leaves, another may join and take its place. How do we detect
whether a client has left the document? Ideally, the client will notify the server it is leaving,
which will free up a position. But what if the client suffers a power outage? We need to
implement a time-out based scheme. Since a client reconnects with the server approximately
every 40 seconds to restart its long polling scheme, the server can infer that the client has
disappeared if it hasn’t polled in over a minute. In this case all messages intended for the
client are deleted, and a new position becomes available.

The server routinely checks for incorrectly disconnected clients through the use of a
CRON jobs. CRON jobs are jobs registered with the server’s operating system instructing
it to start a process at certain time intervals. Our CRON instruction starts a PHP script
every minute which cleans up the list of users.

Encoding Data

Data between the client and server is sent using a String which uses special characters ’∧’
and ’:’ as delimiters. For example consider the following message.

i:22:d:27,13

The above string of characters contains 4 fields delimited by the ’:’ character.

• The first field contains the the message type id. ’i’ indicates that this message is an
operation of type insert.

• The second field contains the position of the insert operation.

• The 3rd field contains the actual character that needs to be inserted

• The fourth field is a 2-vector used by the client and server to communicate each others
states. Here it indicates the server has received 27 messages from the client so far,
and sent 13 in return.
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This message can be summarized as insert character d and position 22 in the text area.
Of course, before the client applies the operation, it will compare the messages 2-vector to
its own local 2-vector to check what state the server was in when it sent the message, and
decide whether any operational transformations need to be performed.

There are 3 types of messages: insert operation message (indicated by ’i’), delete oper-
ation message (indicated by ’b’), and chat message (indicated by ’m’). Chat messages are
similar to operation messages except that they do not need the 2-vector nor position field,
instead they have a

”
from“ field.

Earlier, we stated that a client can send/receive multiple messages per request to the
server. These multiple messages are stringed together using the ’∧’ character. For example
when the client is requesting messages from the server, the server may find one chat message
and two operation messages, and string them together as follows

i:0:a:0,0^m:Chat Message:Peter^i:1:b:0,1

What happens if the user wants to send a ’:’ or ’∧’ character in their message? We
simply escape the character before sending, so that if the user typed ’:’, this would be
escaped to

”
%3A“. Other special characters such as the newline character are also encoded

so that it may be sent with no problems.

Pasting large amounts of data

When an insert operation message is sent, the number of characters it can represent is
anywhere from 1 to 500. This is an artificial limit placed by the definition of our operation
database table column definition. If a user pastes 30,000 characters into our document, we
need to break this text into 60 separate messages, and send them one at a time.

3.3.2 Jupiter Operational Transformation Implementation

As briefly described in Chapter 3.3, our system uses a central server to facilitate communi-
cation between clients. Unlike peer-to-peer operational transformation systems, a message
sent from one client to another must traverse two hops to reach its destination. Therefore
it may be transformed by 0, 1 or 2 nodes (source client, server, destination client) before
being applied at its target destination. Consider the message A illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Diagram depicting the communication between clients.

We have the server in the center forwarding messages between clients A and B. Both
clients and the server have initial document state value

”
X“. Client A sends a message

indicating it wants to insert character
”
a“ at position 1. While this message is on its way to

the server, it crosses paths with a message indicating that character
”
b“ should be inserted

at a position 0. Because the position of
”
b“ is less than position of

”
a“, we must bump

the position of
”
a“ by 1 through operation transformation when it arrives at the server.

The server now forwards the newly transformed message to client B, where again it crosses
paths with a message whose character position is less than As insert position. Therefore
the message is transformed once again to a final position of 3. Using this scheme, the final
documents states of both clients and the server are consistent with one another.

Sometimes, a message needs to be transformed more than once when it arrives at a
node, depending on how many messages it crossed paths with. Consider Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Message crossing paths with more than one message.

The situation in Figure 3.4 can be represented using a state diagram as shown in Figure
3.5.

Figure 3.5: State Diagram

We can see there was no problem for both the server and the client moving together to
state (1, 0) because the first message did not cross paths with another message. However,
after this state, messages are sent that cross each others paths and the server and client
states diverge. Operational Transformation will be used to converge both the client and
server to state (3, 1). It is important to note that because of this scheme, our system
needs to save all outgoing messages from a server/client node in case it receives a message
sometime in the future that needs to be transformed. Outgoing messages can be safely
removed once the node receives a message from its peer indicating that the message was
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received and taken into consideration. For example, when the client in Figure 3.5 sends 3
messages it stores them in a sent buffer. When it receives the message from the server, it
can infer from the vector stamp that the server saw message A, and therefore this message
can be removed from the sent buffer.

One special case we need to take care of is when communication is one-sided. One client
can continuously send messages and receive none in return which will make its unconfirmed
sent messages buffer continually increase in size. This problem is taken care of by making
the inactive client periodically send an acknowledgement message, to allow the active client
to clear its sent buffer.

3.3.3 Operational Transformation Functions

The following are Jupiter Operation Transformations used to deal with the 4 possible
combinations of insert and delete operations when a message can contain only one character;

//two concurrent insert operations

op_transform_ii(Message server, Message client){

if (server.position >= client.position){

server.position += 1;

} else {

client.position += 1;

}

return [server, client];

}

//concurrent insert and delete operation

op_transform_id(Message server, Message client){

if (server.position < client.position){

client.position += 1;

} else if (server.position > client.position){

server.position -= 1;

} else if (server.position == client.position){

//do nothing

}

return [server, client];

}

//concurrent delete and insert operation

op_transform_di(Message server, Message client){

if (server.position < client.position){

client.position -= 1;

} else if (server.position >= client.position){

server.position += 1;
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}

return [server, client];

}

//concurrent delete operations

op_transform_dd(Message server, Message client){

if (server.position < client.position){

client.position -= 1;

} else if (server.position > client.position){

server.position -= 1;

} else if (server.position == client.position){

//do nothing

}

return [server, client];

}

Lets take op transform ii for example, which takes care of the situation of 2 concurrent
insert messages. Depending on the character insert position of the messages, one of them
is shifted.

The operational transformation functions for messages containing character strings of
variable length are more complex:

//two concurrent insert operations

op_transform_ii(Message Oa, Message Ob){

if (Oa.position >= Ob.position){

Oa.position += Ob.characters.length;

}

return Oa;

}

//concurrent insert and delete operation

op_transform_id(Message Oa, Message Ob){

if (Oa.position <= Ob.position){

//no change to Oa msg

} else if (Oa.position > Ob.position + Ob.length){

Oa.position = Oa.position - Ob.length;

} else

Oa.position = Ob.position;

}

return Oa;

}
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//concurrent delete and insert operation

op_transform_di(Message Oa, Message Ob){

if (Ob.position >= (Oa.position + Oa.length)

//no change

else if (Oa.position >= Ob.position)

Oa.position += Ob.length;

else

Oa.length = Ob.position - Oa.position;

Oa.length = Oa.length

- (Ob.position - Oa.position);

Oa.position = Ob.position + Ob.length;

return Oa;

}

//concurrent delete operations

op_transform_dd(Message Oa, Message Ob){

if (Ob.position >= (Oa.position + Oa.length)

//do nothing

else if (Oa.position >= (Ob.position + Ob.length)

Oa.position = Oa.position - Ob.length;

else

if (Ob.position <= Oa.position

AND (Oa.position + Oa.length <= Ob.position + Ob.length))

Oa.length = 0;

else if (Ob.position <= Oa.position

AND (Oa.position + Oa.length > Ob.position + Ob.length))

Oa.length = Oa.position + Oa.length

- (Ob.position + Ob.length);

Oa.position = Ob.position;

else if (Ob.position > Oa.position

AND (Ob.position + Ob.length >= Oa.position + Oa.length))

Oa.length = Ob.position - Oa.position;

else

Oa.length = Oa.length - Ob.length;

return Oa;

}

jupiter_transform_ii(Message serverMsg, Message clientMsg){

serverMsg = op_transform_ii(serverMsg, clientMsg);

clientMsg = op_transform_ii(clientMsg, serverMsg);

return [serverMsg, clientMsg];

}

jupiter_transform_id(Message serverMsg, Message clientMsg){

serverMsg = op_transform_id(serverMsg, clientMsg);
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clientMsg = op_transform_di(clientMsg, serverMsg);

return [serverMsg, clientMsg];

}

jupiter_transform_di(Message serverMsg, Message clientMsg){

serverMsg = op_transform_di(serverMsg, clientMsg);

clientMsg = op_transform_id(clientMsg, serverMsg);

return [serverMsg, clientMsg];

}

jupiter_transform_dd(Message serverMsg, Message clientMsg){

serverMsg = op_transform_dd(serverMsg, clientMsg);

clientMsg = op_transform_dd(clientMsg, serverMsg);

return [serverMsg, clientMsg];

}

A very similar form of these functions is provided in [14] which deals with Operational
Transformation used in the GOT system. Since we are using the Jupiter System, we needed
to modify these functions to support returning multiple transformations instead of just one.
Our modified Operational Transformation functions also need to handle the case of messages
having the same position which leads to a different course of action depending on whether
transforming on the client or server.

In the case of two insert operations, the code is very similar to the case where only
character can be sent per operation. The only difference between the case of sending one
character or sending a string of characters is that the message position can now be shifted
by more than 1.

Slightly more complicated are the cases involving a delete operation. When we have a
remote insert operation arrive and a local delete operation (op transform id), then we need
to check the inserted string’s position in relation to the deleted string. If the inserted string
is before the deleted string, then no transformation needs to be applied. If the inserted
string is after the deleted string, then the inserted string is simply shifted down by the
number of characters that were deleted. If the inserted string is in the range of characters
that were deleted, then the inserted string assumes the beginning position of the deleted
string.

An example: The initial document string is
”
Hello my name is Joe“. The local user

may have just deleted the string
”
my name“, when a remote operation arrives indicating

the the string
”
first “ should be inserted before

”
name“. The final document states for

both users will be
”
Hi first is Joe“. Although the final message may not make sense, the

important thing to note is that the string that the local user wanted deleted is gone, while
the string the remote user wanted inserted is present.
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When we have a remote delete operation arrive and a local insert operation (op transform di)
we need to apply a different transformation. If the remote delete operation takes place be-
fore the insert operation, then no transformation needs to take place. If the remote delete
operation is after the local insert operation, then we need to shift it up according to the
number of characters that were inserted. If the remote delete and local insert operations
intersect, that is the delete operation attempts to delete characters in the range where char-
acters were just inserted, then two delete operations must be generated! The first delete
operation will delete text before the insert text. The second delete operation will delete
the text after the inserted text. Note that the total length of the two generated delete op-
erations will be equal to the length of the original delete operation. Lets take the previous
example of

”
Hello my name is Joe“ with the local and remote user operations reversed.

The local user has just inserted the string
”
first “ before name. A remote operation arrives

stating the string
”
my name“ needs to be removed. Before the remote operation has been

applied, the string already looks as follows:
”
Hello my first name is Joe“. The remove

operation will be transformed into two delete operations one starting at position 6 with
length 3, and the other starting at position 15 with length 5.

In the case of the two concurrent delete operations, we have the two simple cases where
the range of the delete operations do not intersect, and we simply have to shift the positions.
In the case where the operations do intersect, we have 4 possible cases, which are illustrated
as follows:

Case A: del operation Oa is contained withing delete operation Ob:

ABCDEFGHIJKLM

Ob: |_______|

Oa: |___|

Resulting Operation Transformation:

ABLM

Oa’: (empty operation)

Case B: delete operation Oa partially overlaps delete operation Ob:

ABCDEFGHIJKLM

Ob: |____|

Oa: |____|

Resulting Operation Transformation:

ABIJKLM

Oa’: ||

Case C: delete operation Oa partially overlaps delete operation Ob:

ABCDEFGHIJKLM

Ob: |____|

Oa: |____|
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Resulting Operation Transformation:

ABCJKLM

Oa’: ||

Case D: del operation Ob is contained withing delete operation Oa:

ABCDEFGHIJKLM

Ob: |___|

Oa: |_______|

Resulting Operation Transformation:

ABCIJKLM

Oa’: |__|

3.3.4 Database structure

Figure 3.6: Database Tables
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The columns that are shared amongst most tables are described:

common columns:

• peer: Identifies the client id in the range [0,8]. These id’s are not unique across
documents, and therefore cannot be used solely as a user identifier. To uniquely
identify a user, we need to be use in conjunction with the docID column.

• docID: Identifies the current document with a unique id that is randomly generated
each time a new document is requested.

two vector table

The two vector table is named after the fact that its primary task is to store the 2-vector
representing the current state between the server and each particular client. As mentioned
earlier, comparing an incoming operation’s 2-vector to the server’s 2-vector lets the server
decide whether it should apply any transformations on the received message.

• peer: Identifies the client id in the range [0,7]. These id’s are not unique across
documents, and therefore cannot be used solely as a user identifier. To uniquely
identify a user, we need to be use in conjunction with the docID column.

• docID: Identifies the current document with a unique id that is randomly generated
each time a new document is requested.

• userName: The users current user name, which can be changed by the user at any
time.

• lastSeen: Each time the user connects to the server to request data, the lastSeen
column is updated with the current time. This column is used to identify if a user is
still active and whether we should delete their data to make room for a new document
participant.

• serverCounter: Part of the 2-vector mentioned above. Keeps track of how many
messages the server sent to a particular client.

• clientCounter: Par of the 2-vector mentioned above. Keeps track of how many mes-
sages the server received from a particular client.

names table

The
”
names“ table is responsible for storing messages that are sent between clients. The

messages this table relays represent changes in the set of current users currently editing the
same document. If a new client connects to edit a document, it finds the other N − 1 users
currently editing the document, and announces its presence to each of them by placing
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N − 1 messages in this table. This table is also used to relay name change data of existing
clients editing the document. Clients periodically check this table for messages intended
for them. Once the message has been received, its entry in the

”
names“ table is removed.

• peerID: integer id of the peer who sent this message

• name: name to be associated with the user’s peerID.

• add1: identifies whether this message is a new user announcing its presence, or an
existing user changing its name.

op log table

The op log table is used as an
”
outbox“ where clients can check and retrieve messages

intended for them.

• sequenceNumber: When a client requests a new operation from the server, it requests
the operation by sequence number. The first operation the client will request will have
an operation of 0, the next 1, and so on. Using this method of message retrieval gives
us the ability to give a message to a client without removing it from the database. The
next time the client contacts the server, it will know which messages is has already
received and request only the message with seqNo, where seqNo = prevSeqNo + 1

• clientCounter and serverCounter: Represents the value of the server and client counter
of the two vector table that was present at the time this message was inserted into
the table.

• type: Identifies whether this message is an insert or delete operation.

• position: What position did the insert or delete operation take place at?

• charCode: If the operation is an insert operation, this columns indicates what char-
acters were inserted.

instant messages table

The instant messages table is simply used to relay chat messages between clients. A chat
message is comprised of the following columns:

• fromPeer: integer ID of client who sent the message

• toPeer: integer ID of the message’s intended destination client

• message: actual text message content.
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Notice that we did not mention the operations table because it has the exact same
schema definition as the op log table. The reason these two tables have the same schema
is because they store the exact same kind of messages. However, they are used for different
purposes. As briefly mentioned above, the op log table is used as an

”
outbox“ of operation

messages. Since a web-server cannot push data out to its clients, it needs to place them in
a database table and wait for the clients to retrieve the messages themselves. The clients
access the op log table to check for new messages.

The operations table on the other hand is used by the server for operational trans-
formation. As mentioned earlier, when a message arrives it is transformed against any
concurrent messages sent by the server. As defined earlier, one property of a Jupiter Op-
erational Transformation function is that it takes the incoming client message and logged
previously sent server message and modifies them both:

xform(c, s) = (c′, s′)

For this reason, we need the operations table as a separate table from the op log table,
to avoid modifying

”
sent“ messages before the client has actually retrieved them. Once a

client message arrives stating the last message the client has received from the server, any
messages preceding the last reported message may be removed from the operations table.

The following is an example of the op log table, where the server has forwarded 4
messages each to clients with integer id’s 1 and 2 from client 0(cc and sc are abbreviations
of clientCounter and serverCounter respectively):

mysql> select * from op_log;

+----+--------+-------+----+----+------+----------+----------+------+

| id | docID | seqNo | cc | sc | type | position | charCode | peer |

+----+--------+-------+----+----+------+----------+----------+------+

| 1 | SKBOQl | 1 | 0 | 0 | i | 0 | t | 1 |

| 2 | SKBOQl | 1 | 0 | 0 | i | 0 | t | 2 |

| 3 | SKBOQl | 2 | 0 | 1 | i | 1 | e | 1 |

| 4 | SKBOQl | 2 | 0 | 1 | i | 1 | e | 2 |

| 5 | SKBOQl | 3 | 0 | 2 | i | 2 | s | 1 |

| 6 | SKBOQl | 3 | 0 | 2 | i | 2 | s | 2 |

| 7 | SKBOQl | 4 | 0 | 3 | i | 3 | t | 1 |

| 8 | SKBOQl | 4 | 0 | 3 | i | 3 | t | 2 |

+----+--------+-------+----+----+------+----------+----------+------+

3.3.5 Error Prevention and Correction

Our system mainly depends on the underlying TCP/IP protocol to ensure messages between
clients and servers reach their destinations in the same state as when they were sent.
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However, the TCP checksum is weak by modern standards, and there way be cases where
TCP/IP (layer 4) may disagree with the (layer 2) CRC checksum disagree.

Even if the TCP/IP protocol captures all possible transmission errors, there is a pos-
sibility bugs may be introduced into our message handling and operational transformation
code. Also, our client code will be interpreted by many JavaScript browser implementa-
tions, where slight variations may alter the expected outcome of our code in some cases.
For these reasons we should create checksums at the application layer to watch for potential
browser incompatibilities or defects in our code.

Error correction at the application layer may be applied using an MD5 or SHA1 check-
sum. In our case, we are not using the checksum for security, and therefore may choose the
less secure but approximately 40% quicker md5 algorithm [15].

When running an MD5 hash on 60,000 characters repeatedly for 100 iterations, the
total time was 10 seconds, or approximately 0.1 seconds per iteration on a 4 year-old first
generation Intel Core Duo processor using Chrome 4.1 which is a very acceptable result.
Since our system may send a message every 2 to 4 seconds, we can choose to send an MD5
hash with every message sent to the server with minimal overhead. The server may not
have as much processing power free compared to its clients, and therefore may choose to
skip hashing the server-side document and comparing to the client message if loads are too
high.

When the server does generate a hash, and finds that it does not match the client hash,
the server simply needs to send the client a fresh copy of the document.

3.3.6 Program execution support

Program execution support is currently in rudimentary form, supporting basic programs
from the C and Java languages. When the user wants to test their program, it is simply a
matter of clicking the

”
Compile and Run“ button, which compiles the the code server-side

and prints the results back to the user. If there are any compilation code errors or warnings,
these are also displayed back to the user in red.

3.4 Stress-testing our system

Operational Transformation can be a very bandwidth intensive technology, especially if
it is implemented incorrectly. Potentially hundreds of clients are polling the server, with
server-side threads constantly fighting to acquire database locks to read as well as write to
the database. In order to test our system we need to create a program that spawns multiple
threads, each thread polling the server with either data to write the database or requesting
new data from other clients. We can measure the server load indirectly by detecting how
long each request takes to return as a function of how many clients are making requests.
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In this section we benchmark the Apache and Lighttpd web servers with regular and long
polling.

The server on which tests were conducted is a relatively old system with a single core
1GHz AMD processor and only 512 MB of RAM. If our system runs well on this server we
know the performance can only scale with a more powerful server. The traffic generator
consisted of a single Java program that spawns multiple threads. Each thread continuously
creates requests to the server. Since each request is required to acquire a database lock, a
request may not return instantly. As more and more clients send requests to the server, a
poorly programmed server’s response time may increase exponentially. The tests were done
over a Local Area Network, and therefore the average response time roughly represents the
server response time. The round trip time over the network is negligible.

Figure 3.7: Apache vs. Lighttpd

As Figure 3.7 shows, the response time scaled linearly with the number of users access-
ing the server. After considering these results, several attempts at improving scalability
were considered. One such improvement was to partition the database tables so that each
document has its own set of tables. This should improve performance because if all doc-
uments share the same tables, then lock contention for these tables will be much higher.
For example, if there are 64 users, then all these users will be attempting to lock the same
tables, whereas when the tables are partioned, then a max of 8 users can be contending for
a lock on any given table.

Once the tables were partioned, the following two tests were conduced: one test with
8 clients working on the same document and one test with 8 clients working on different
documents. The latter test should see improved performance because no lock contention
should occur at all.
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Figure 3.8: Partioned vs. non-partioned tables

As Figure 3.8 shows, this modification yielded a small performance improvement. It is
possible the server is bottle-necked by its single core processor, and a multiple core system
would be able to better take advantage of the partioned tables.
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Chapter 4

Future Improvements

Although our system implements the required functionality of our diploma thesis, there is
much room for future improvement. The following 4 sections outline some features that
could be improved.

JSON Support

Future improvements to the communication protocol between the server and client may
involve the use of JavaScript Object Notation representation. Data represented using JSON
is easily converted to JavaScript objects, and therefore non-primitive data types such as
arrays may be represented as strings during client and server communication. Using JSON
with our system would offer a standardized application communication protocol (RFC 4627
[16]) for transferring data between client and server, reduce the amount of code specifically
written for our project, and eliminate any unforeseen problems with our encoding method.

contentEditable property

As mentioned earlier we chose to use the html <textarea> element to represent our text.
The shortcoming of this approach is that it only supports plain-text. For a programming
editor, it would be nice to have syntax coloring to represent variables and built-in keywords.

Multiple file support

Another shortcoming in the use of our system as a programming editor as opposed to a
regular text editor, is that most programming projects divide the code into logical blocks
represented using multiple file. Currently any project in our system is limited to working
with one file.
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Revision history

Any real programming project requires a revision control system in the case where the user
wishes to revert any recent changes made.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The real-time collaborative online web-editor project was chosen because it is a relatively
new and exciting area in terms of online implementations. Recent online startups such as
Etherpad based their business upon providing online collaborative editors, and the newly
launched Google Wave highly touts real-time collaboration as one of its main features. We
chose it because we wanted a project we could continue to work and improve even after we
submitted it for our Diploma project.

Real-time collaboration is not limited to just text documents, and in the future will be
applied to other document types such as image/video editing, audio editing, 3D modeling
etc. With the focus of software development shifting from the desktop and onto the web and
the introduction of HTML 5, we believe real-time collaboration has a very bright future.

Overall the online collaborative web-editor is a complete implementation of the original
assignment, and provides a few extras such as compilation support for the C language.
However, this is not the end of our project. As stated in the previous chapter, there
are many improvements left to implement and in the future we wish to release our online
editor with support for non-programming editing such as creating rich-text documents with
support for inserting images, a whiteboard where users may draw together to share ideas
etc.

Working on this project gave us much needed experience with learning the online web
programming model, and we look forward to releasing our project publicly, and help shift
the movement of applications from the desktop to the Internet.
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